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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we restore images degraded by scattering and
absorption such as hazy, sandstorm, and underwater images.
By calculating the difference between the observed intensity
and the ambient light in a degraded image scene, which we
call the scene ambient light differential, we estimate the transmission map. In the restoration process, we ﬁrst enhance the
degraded images based on the proposed transmission estimation using the image formation model, and then use an adaptive color correction method to restore color. Experimental
results on various degraded images demonstrate the proposed
method outperforms other enhancement and restoration methods.
Index Terms— Haze, sandstorm, underwater, image
restoration, transmission estimation
1. INTRODUCTION
Images captured in fog, haze, a sandstorm, or water suffer
from color and contrast degradation because the propagated
light is scattered and absorbed with distance from the camera through the turbid medium. The degradation reduces the
visual quality of the images and affects the performance of
computer vision applications. Thus, developing an effective
method to restore color and contrast for such images is very
desirable.
Much research [2–7] has been done on dehazing using
the image formation model (IFM) [1] via estimation of the
ambient light and transmission. He et al. [2] proposed the
dark channel prior (DCP) to remove fog/haze in natural terrestrial images, which motivated many image restoration approaches [3–14] that improve and extend the DCP for different goals and applications. However, smog and haze with different color casts may lead to under- or over-estimated transmission based on the DCP, causing poor restoration results.
In [6, 7], restoration methods for hazy and sandstorm images were presented; they used adaptive gamma correction to
solve the transmission over-estimation and color correction
to compensate for the color cast. Nevertheless, these methods
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are still unable to restore heavily tinted sandstorm images because most blue light is greatly scattered and absorbed, which
causes the DCP to fail.
There are some attempts in restoring underwater images
based on the DCP [8–10, 14] or its variants [11–13]. However, measuring transmission for underwater images based on
the DCP [8–10, 14] frequently fails to generate accurate results since red light is more attenuated than other wavelengths
underwater, and thus the DCP based on RGB channels ends
up considering only the red channel, causing unreliable transmission estimation. The DCP variants consider either only
the green and blue channels [11, 12] or the RGB channels
with the red inverted [13] to try to estimate transmission underwater, but they may still fail due to different underwater
lighting conditions. For example, all the DCP-based restoration methods are unable to restore underwater images with
dim ambient light, where the background pixels are dark and
would be wrongly judged as being close. In [15], underwater
transmission estimated using image blurriness was proposed,
but transmission estimation may be imprecise due to the nonadaptive ﬁxed-range transformation from image blurriness to
transmission.
In this paper, we propose to estimate transmission for degraded images that can be modeled by the IFM using the
scene ambient light differential. The transmission map describes the portion of the scene radiance that is not scattered
or absorbed and reaches the camera. With ambient light assumed to be known and transmission estimated, the degraded
images can be enhanced based on the IFM. At the end, an
adaptive color correction method is applied to remove the
color cast of the enhanced images. The proposed method can
be used to enhance and restore foggy, hazy, sandstorm, and
underwater images, including both well-lit images and those
without sufﬁcient lighting. In this work, we assume ambient
light is given and focus on improving transmission estimation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
dehazing based on the DCP [2] is brieﬂy reviewed. Section 3
details the proposed method. Experimental results and conclusions are in Section 4.
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2. SINGLE IMAGE DEHAZING USING THE DCP
Assuming that light attenuation is homogeneous, the simpliﬁed IFM [1] is given by:
c

c

c

I (x) = J (x)t(x) + A (1 − t(x)), c ∈ {r, g, b}

(1)

where I c (x) is the observed intensity in color channel c at
pixel x, J c is the scene radiance, Ac is the ambient light, and
t is the transmission, where c is one of the RGB channels.
Note that we assume I c , J c , and Ac ∈ [0, 1].
For each pixel x in an image, the DCP [2] ﬁnds the minimum value among RGB channels in a local patch Ω(x)
around x. For an outdoor terrestrial haze-free image, JDCP
often equals zero, because at least one of the three color channels will usually equal zero in Ω(x). It was asserted in [2,
Eq. (9)] that
JDCP (x) = min { min J c (y)} = 0,
y∈Ω(x)

c∈{r,g,b}

(2)

for about 75% of non-sky pixels in haze-free images.
Dividing both sides of Eq. (1) by Ac and then applying
the minimum operators to it, the transmission estimate ̃
t(x) =
miny∈Ω(x),c tc (y), described in [2, Eq. (11)], is
I c (y)
̃
t(x) = 1 − min { min
}.
y∈Ω(x) c∈{r,g,b} Ac

(3)

Since ̃
t has block-like artifacts, it can be reﬁned by either
image matting [16] or guided ﬁltering [18]. In general, ambient light Ac is selected from one of the haziest pixels in the
t and Ac into Eq. (1), the
input image. Finally, by putting I c , ̃
estimated scene radiance is calculated as:
J c (x) =

I c (x) − Ac
+ Ac ,
max (̃
t(x), t0 )

(4)

where t0 is set to 0.1 to increase the exposure of J c for display.
3. PROPOSED METHOD
3.1. Transmission Estimation based on Scene Ambient
Light Differential
Based on the IFM, image degradation is determined by transmission t and ambient light Ac . The observed intensity I c (x)
for a closer scene point consists more of the scene radiance
and less of the ambient light, while the observed intensity for
a farther scene point consists less of the scene radiance and
more of the ambient light. Therefore, we propose to estimate
transmission by measuring the absolute difference between
the observed intensities of scene points and the ambient light
for restoring degraded images with different color casts, as
follows. Note that we assume ambient light is known in the
paper.

Eq. (1) leads to ∣ I c (x) − Ac ∣= t(x) ∣ J c (x) − Ac ∣. Dividing both sides by Ac = max{Ac , 1 − Ac } and then applying
the maximum operators to both sides, we obtain
∣ I c (y) − Ac ∣
t(y) ∣ J c (y) − Ac ∣
) = max (
).
c,y∈Ω(x)
c,y∈Ω(x)
Ac
Ac
(5)
Assuming t is uniform in a small local patch Ω(x), we have
max (

IA (x) = t(x)JA (x), where IA (x) = maxc,y∈Ω(x) ( ∣I
and JA (x) = maxc,y∈Ω(x) ( ∣J

c

c

(y)−Ac ∣
)
Ac

(y)−Ac ∣
).
Ac

Using 60 degradation-free images with a wide variety of
natural content, we empirically found that JA ≥ 0.88 for more
than 75% of pixels, where Ω(x) was a 15×15 local patch, and
Ac was assumed to take on the values { 18 , 28 , . . . 1}. Because
JA is generally close to 1, the result IA (x) = t(x)JA (x)
suggests we could take our transmission estimate ̃
t(x) to be
roughly equal to IA (x):
∣ I c (y) − Ac ∣
̃
t(x) ≈ IA (x) = max (
)
c,y∈Ω(x)
Ac

(6)

The intuition behind this expression for ̃
t(x) is that the numerator captures the absolute difference between the observed intensity and the ambient light, and large values of
this quantity correlate with proximity to the camera. When
the ambient light is bright (Ac → 1), which holds for some
foggy and hazy images, the normalization term in the denominator causes the expression to become identical to the DCP,
where dark pixel values within Ω(x) mean the scene point
is close to the camera. The normalization also gives sensible
transmission estimates for low and intermediate ambient light
levels, which is where the DCP does poorly. Because JA is
usually slightly less than 1, and also because (as with Eq. (4))
we want to increase the exposure of J c for display, we modify Eq. (6) to estimate t(x) as a linearly stretched version of
IA (x):
[IA − min(IA )](ub − lb )
̃
t=
(7)
+ lb ,
max(IA ) − min(IA )
where we set lb = 0.1 and ub = max(IA ) to stretch IA to the
t for
range [lb , ub ]. Then, guided ﬁltering [18] is applied to ̃
reﬁnement. Finally, the scene radiance J is recovered using
Eq. (4) with the ̃
t calculated in Eq. (7).
3.2. Color Correction
The ﬁnal step is to perform color correction on the recovered
J c to compensate for possible color casts. Iqbal et al. [19]
proposed to keep constant the color channel with the dominant color cast, and scale up the other channels to correct the
image color. This approach suffers from color distortion when
there is a strong color cast. In [20], the degree of the color
2 −∥σ∥2
cast is measured by Dσ = ∥μ∥∥σ∥
, where μ = (μa , μb )T is
2
a vector that contains the means of the chromatic components
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Fig. 1: An example of the restoration process of the proposed
method. (a) Original image. (b) The proposed transmission
estimate ̃
t with chosen Ac (∎). (c) J c . (d) Jfc . The original
image is from [24].
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Fig. 2: Transmission estimated using the DCP-based method
(top row of results for each original image) and the proposed
method (second row). (a) Original images. Transmission estimated by only (b) r, (c) g, or (d) b channel, or (e) all {r, g, b}
channels. The images are from [2] and [25].
in the CIELab color space, and σ = (σa , σb )T has the chromatic variances. A larger Dσ means a stronger color cast, and
Dσ ≤  is taken to mean no color cast, where  is a threshold.
Here, we set  = 0. Motivated by [19, 20], and using Dσ as
deﬁned in [20], we propose an adaptive color correction:
k
maxk∈{r,g,b} Javg

1
max(ξ(Dσ ),1)

z, z > ;
∞, z ≤ ,
(8)
c
where Jfc is the ﬁnal color-corrected image, and Javg
=
max(avgx J c (x), 0.1). When Dσ ≤ , we opt for no correc1
to adjust
tion, and Jfc = J c . Otherwise, we use max(D
σ ,1)
the scaling factor so as to avoid color over-correction. Fig. 1
shows an example of the whole proposed restoration process.

Jfc

c

= J ×(

c
Javg

)

, ξ(z) = {

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We ﬁrst discuss transmission estimation results for two degraded images, and then compare restoration results. For fair
comparison, all the IFM-based methods use a 15 × 15 local
patch, the same properly chosen ambient light, and guided
ﬁltering [18]. Fig. 2 shows the estimated transmission results
from the DCP-based and the proposed methods using a single
color channel or all three channels. For the hazy image with
bright ambient light, the estimated transmission for the meth-
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Fig. 3: Restoration of dimly lit images: (a) Original images.
The restored images obtained by (b) [2], (c) CLASH [21], (d)
gamma correction (γ = 0.75), and (e) the proposed method
with Ac = 0. The images are from [27, 28].
ods are almost identical. However, for dimly lit underwater
images, DCP methods fail to estimate transmission correctly
because dark pixels are not indicative of proximity to the camera when the overall image is dark.
As shown in Fig. 3, two images with dim lighting can be
modeled by the IFM, where ambient light is very dark and
closer scene points have more scene radiance that reaches the
camera. These images can be restored by reversing the image
formation process based on the proposed transmission estimation but not by the DCP-based method. The local histogram
equalization [21] and gamma correction methods are able to
improve contrast of the enhanced image but unable to restore
color for the farther scene points.
The ﬁrst row of Fig. 4 shows a brown hazy image that can
be enhanced by all the compared methods although there exists a little color difference. However, the original image in
the second row has a strong color cast, which causes transmission estimation of the DCP-based methods to fail. The
enhanced image obtained using the proposed method presents
better contrast. Although the contrast enhancement works
well, because the blue light is almost completely absorbed in
the sandstorm conditions, for this particular image the adaptive color correction of Eq. (8) has little effect. While color is
not signiﬁcantly corrected, at least the severe color distortion
(shift towards yellow, which appears in the restored image
obtained using the method of [7]) is avoided.
In the ﬁrst row of Fig. 5, although the contrast of all images is enhanced, the red ﬁsh is overexposed by the methods
in [9] and [12] due to under-estimated transmission. For the
second row, the DCP-based methods [9,12] fail to restore this
dim underwater image. The background of the two images restored by [15] is under-enhanced due to over-estimated transmission. The proposed method provides satisfactory results.
In conclusion, we proposed using scene ambient light differential to estimate transmission instead of using the DCP.
Experimental results show that the proposed transmission estimation performs well under a wider range of lighting conditions than the DCP, and together with an adaptive color correction, produces better restoration results for degraded images with different color casts compared to other methods.
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Fig. 4: Restoration of hazy and sandstorm images: (a) Original images and the chosen ambient light Ac . The restored images
and the corresponding transmission estimates ̃
t(x) obtained using (b) [2], (c) [4], (d) [7], and (e) the proposed method. The
original images are from [6, 26].
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Fig. 5: Restoration of underwater image with different lighting conditions: (a) Original images and the chosen ambient light
t(x) obtained using (b) [9], (c) [12], (d) [15], and (e)
Ac . The restored images and the corresponding transmission estimates ̃
the proposed method. The original images are from [22].
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